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Abstract

In recent years, the Chaos Project at the University of Washington has analyzed and simulated a
dozen routing algorithms. Three new routing algorithms have been invented; of these, the chaotic
routing algorithm (a.k.a. Chaos) has been the most successful. Although the Chaos router was
developed for multicomputer routing, the project has recently directed its attention towards the
application of Chaos technology to LAN switching. The present task is to implement a gigabit
LAN called ChaosLAN, based on a centralized switch (hub) and high speed serial links to work-
stations. The switch itself is a fully-populated two-dimensional torus network of Chaos routers.
The host adapter is Digitalś PCI Pamette card. To evaluate the performance of ChaosLAN, we
are supporting the Global Memory System (GMS), a type of distributed virtual memory also
developed at UW. We also describe an application involving real-time haptic rendering used in a
surgical simulator.
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1 Introduction

The case for a high-performance local area network for the construction of a parallel computer using
a network of workstations (NOW) is well understood [1]. One goal is to provide a scalable plat-
form for parallel programs using low-cost workstations or PCs, comparable in performance to that
of a multiprocessor system but at far lower cost. Another goal is to provide a high-performance dis-
tributed computing environment that is typical in robotics, medical simulators and virtual reality sys-
tems, where real-time performance is critical to achieving a high quality experience. Standard LAN
technology such as Ethernet, initially developed for less demanding applications such as e-mail or
file transfer, does not provide the performance necessary for these kinds of distributed real-time ap-
plications. Faster versions of Ethernet provide higher network throughput but do not significantly
improve the underlying latency, which is on the order of a millisecond. Low latency communication,
on the order of a few tens of microseconds or less, is critical for providing both a high-performance
cluster computing environment for parallel execution of scientific codes and for real-time response
in distributed systems running complex applications.

Since the early 1990’s the Chaos Project at the University of Washington [2] has studied network
communications and routing algorithms, in the context of multicomputer routing. The group has an-
alyzed and simulated dozens of routing algorithms and also studied approaches to fault tolerance and
constructing network interfaces. Three new routing algorithms have been invented: chaotic, zenith,
and triplex. Of these, the chaotic routing algorithm [3] (a.k.a. Chaos) has been the most successful.
The Chaos router has been extensively simulated on several topologies under a variety of work loads.
Generally, it delivers higher throughput than its competitors with similarly low latency. In fact, the
Chaos router delivers better than 95% of the theoretical maximum bandwidth for random traffic on
a 256-node torus. The results for Chaos are consistent across traffic patterns and on other topologies
using a variety of performance metrics (e.g. throughput, latency and network saturation level). Ad-
ditionally, the Chaos router is logically simple in structure, so that it can be readily implemented in
silicon inexpensively.

Chaos is characterized as an adaptive, non-minimalalgorithm for fixed-length (or bounded-length)
packets. Long messages are segmented into packets at the sender and re-assembled at the receiver.
Adaptivity increases the number of paths between sender and receiver, so that more of the network
can be active at once and help distribute the work load evenly compared with an oblivious algo-
rithm in which there is only one possible path from sender to receiver. Adaptivity also complicates
the re-assembly of packets at the receiver, because packets can overtake one another due to internal
congestion, and cause packets to arrive in a different order than they were injected into the network.
Hardware assistance for re-assembly of non-ordered packets has been studied extensively [4] and an
inexpensive, streamlined host adapter to interface with an adaptive network has been proposed by
McKenzie [5].

Although the Chaos router was developed for multicomputer routing, the project has recently
directed its attention towards applying Chaos technology to LAN switching. This move is similar to
Myricom’s use of the Caltech Mosaic router in a gigabit LAN [6]. The Mosaic router, based on the
obliviousdimension-order routing algorithm, was also developed initially for multicomputers. Since
the underlying performance potential of Chaos is greater than that of Mosaic for similar cost, there
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Figure 1: Overview of the implementation of ChaosLAN

is an opportunity for LAN technology based on Chaos to become adopted on a wide scale. The first
step in making the research contribution of Chaos widely available is the development of a prototype
system called ChaosLAN.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents an overview of the Chaos-
LAN switch. Section 3 discusses the approach to constructing the host adapter that provides the in-
terface between the network and an attached workstation. Two software environments are described:
Section 4 introduces the Global Memory System and Section 5 discusses the use of ChaosLAN in a
real-time distributed system for use in surgical simulation.

2 ChaosLAN switch

The idea of using a network of multicomputer routers to form a LAN switch is very natural. The
essential idea is to take a multicomputer system (e.g. a massively parallel processor or MPP sys-
tem) and replace the directly attached processing nodes with remote workstations, as illustrated in
Figure 1. In this example, sixteen network router chips organized as a torus are contained within the
switch. Since each router chip can be linked to a workstation via its processor port, such a network
can interconnect up to sixteen workstations. It is also possible to form larger networks by connecting
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Figure 2: A ChaosLAN configuration with four switches and 56 workstations

multiple switches together through their processor ports. There are a large number of possible net-
work configurations using multiple switches. As an example, Figure 2 demonstrates a configuration
using four switches to connect 56 workstations. Note that redundant connections between pairs of
switches may be used to increase the inter-switch bandwidth.

Although the conceptual transformation of a multicomputer network into a LAN switch is straight-
forward, there are some complicating issues. Three issues that arise when using Chaos networks are
described below:

� The Chaos router expects the network to be a fully-populated regular mesh or torus. LANs
usually have irregularly-shaped networks.

� The Chaos router relies on network nodes being physically close together (i.e. within 10cm
of each other) so that transmission-line delays between nodes are negligible. LANs usually
allow workstations to be at least 30-50 meters apart.

� The Chaos router relies on de-routing, in which packets are sent along potentiallynon-minimal
paths to route around congestion. De-routing provides deadlock freedom and performance
benefits. For de-routing to be beneficial, the cost of an extra network hop must be small. This is
not the case in a LAN environment, where an extra hop may cause a large amount of additional
latency.
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All of these issues arise from the fact that the Chaos router is designed to take advantage of the
special constraints provided by a multicomputer environment. To allow the Chaos router to work in
the more general LAN environment, the ChaosLAN isolates the Chaos router inside of the switch
by designating internal and external links. Internal links connect routers within a switch, providing
a closely controlled environment that meets all of the needs of the Chaos router: a regular network,
short internal links, and small delays per-hop. External links are used to connect workstations to the
switch and to connect switches to other switches.

The interface between internal and external links is the processor port of each router. Specifi-
cally, each Chaos router chip has an extra port reserved for communication between the router and a
host processor. The protocol for this port is allowed to be different from the protocol used for router-
to-router communication. Because the processor port is not constrained to use the same transmission
protocol as the regular router ports, it can be designed to tolerate the distances and irregularity found
in LANs. Furthermore, once packets have been transmitted out of a switch and into the processor
port, they are considered to be outside the Chaos router network and are no longer subject to its dead-
lock prevention protocol or de-routing. Thus, internal links use the Chaos protocol, while external
links use a protocol designed specifically for the longer distances found in a LAN.

2.1 External Links

The linkage between the switch and a workstation (or from switch to switch) is serial and simultane-
ously bi-directional. The physical link protocol is based on the Fibre Channel physical interface (FC-
PH), an ANSI standard for gigabit serial interconnection [8]. While the physical transfer protocols
are the same as specified in the Fibre Channel standard, a custom protocol is used for higher levels.
The specification of FC-PH describes three different layers, called FC-0, FC-1 and FC-2, represent-
ing the physical medium, the parallel-to-serial conversion and packet framing, respectively. Only
FC-0 and FC-1 are used in ChaosLAN. Variants of FC-0 use either copper wire or optical fiber. The
link length of low cost copper media can be up to 25 meters and the more expensive media allow
link lengths to be up to several kilometers. The serial bit rates are specified at 1062.5 Mbit/s, 531.25
Mbit/s and 265.625 Mbit/s. FC-1, the protocol for parallel to serial encode and decode, is based on an
8b/10b coding scheme patented by IBM [9]. Eight bits of message data are converted into 10 bits of
serial data using multiple codings. To improve the reliability of the link, the encoder chooses an en-
coding on a byte-by-byte basis over long byte strings that best equalizes the total number of high and
low bits sent. The 8b/10b encoding provides redundancy; if the decoder detects an illegal serial bit
sequence, it asserts that the corresponding byte has been corrupted and causes the packet containing
this byte to be discarded. The encoding scheme also allows the transmission of control rather than
data values, such as an acknowledgment character or the start or end of a data block. FC-1 is simple
to implement: the encoder and decoder require only about 100-200 gates each, so that high-speed
versions can be readily constructed.
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2.2 The ChaosLAN Router Chip

Once we have made the separation of links into internal and external switch links, the job of mod-
ifying the Chaos router chip for LAN operation is much simpler. Most of the modification is con-
centrated on the external (processor) port, although some modifications must also be made to the
internal ports as well. To facilitate the transfer of data from the external ports to internal ports, we
use a common packet size and format throughout the entire network. Specifically, we use a packet
with a 64-byte payload and a 12-byte header, requiring a total of 76 bytes in the packet, as opposed to
the original Chaos router chip’s 40-byte packets. Also, since the chosen external channel interfaces
are effectively 8-bit uni-directional channels, the internal channels have been changed to reflect 8-bit
words instead of the original 16-bit words.

The external link port has been modified extensively since it now must communicate over a rel-
atively long wire length using a bit-serial protocol. The original router was able to function with
single-packet input/outputbuffers because the short links between routers allowed for very fast trans-
mission of flow control information. To support the relatively long length of the links on Chaos-
LAN’s ports, more buffering has been added. A credit-based scheme provides the flow control. This
scheme is implemented by providing buffering for four packets on the input side of each link. The
sender keeps a count of the number of free buffers at the receiver and decrements the counter each
time it sends a packet. When the receiver frees up a buffer (by forwarding the packet) an acknowl-
edgment is sent to the sender, causing the sender to increment its count of free buffers at the receiver.
Full-speed transmission can proceed as long as the round-trip time across a link is shorter than the
time to send four packets. With a packet size of 76 bytes, this amount of buffering allows links of
over 300 meters in length to run at full rate.

Finally, to allow packets to follow routes through networks with more than one switch, the Chaos-
LAN router must support some sort of source-based routing. Our implementation allows each packet
to specify up to four packet headers. Each header is used to route a packet from a source link to a
destination link in a single switch, allowing packets to cross a maximum of four switches in their
route from source to destination. Each header consists of one byte, thereby allowing a maximum
switch size of 256 routing nodes. In all there are four bytes needed to specify the route through four
switches. Each router byte is subdivided further into two four-bit fields to represent the X and Y
displacement within a single switch. An internal router-to-router hop causes either the X or the Y
displacement to be incremented or decremented by one. When the header becomes zero then the
whole packet is ejected from the internal network and out of the switch along an external link. Each
time a packet leaves a switch, the set of four headers is rotated to place the next routing byte at the
front of the packet.

3 Host Adapter

The host adapter provides an interface between the peripheral bus in the workstation host and the
serial link to the ChaosLAN switch. We chose PCI as the peripheral bus standard due to its wide
availability across IBM PC compatibles, Power Macintoshes and Unix-based workstations. To ex-
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Figure 3: Organization of the Pamette card and the Fibre Channel mezzanine card

pedite the construction of the host adapter card, we are basing it on Digital Equipment Corporation’s
PCI Pamette card [7]. Figure 3 shows an overview of the Pamette. It contains five Xilinx logic cell
arrays or LCAs, more generically known as field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs). One FPGA,
called the PCILCA or PIF, provides an interface with the PCI bus. The other four FPGAs are the user
programmable LCAs that contain the network interface circuit. The development environment for
the Pamette includes a compiler and simulator for the Verilog hardware description language and the
Xilinx logic synthesis tools. Interaction with the serial link requires a mezzanine card to perform the
8b/10b encode on the transmit side and the 10b/8b decode on the receive side, along with the voltage
level conversion required for the physical medium.

To be successful, the network interface circuit in the host adapter must provide user programs
with low latency access. The implementation of the Pamette network interface circuit is based on the
Cranium network interface architecture [4, 5], a low latency interface framework that also provides
compatibility with adaptive routers such as Chaos. Providing a low-latency, low-overhead solution
requires two important features. The first requirement is to bypass the operating system and provide
direct application program access to the network wherever possible. The second requirement is for
the host adapter to perform bus-master direct memory access (DMA) to the host’s system DRAM
over the PCI bus. The idea is to transfer data to and from the network at the full rate of the PCI
bus. There should be no intervention from the host processor in the common case. DMA channels
at the sender automatically segment the message into packets and inject them one-by-one into the
network without host intervention. Likewise, the DMA channels at the receiver perform automatic
re-assembly of incoming packets. The host adapter notifies the host processor when all packets for
a given DMA channel have arrived.

The following is a brief overview of how direct application access is implemented in the host
adapter. (Also see the documents on Cranium [4, 5] for a more detailed description.) The host adapter
must act on behalf of the operating system to check arguments in message commands coming from
the application program, to prevent buggy or malicious user programs from crashing the operating
system, for instance. In a send command, the user program selects the ID of the destination worksta-
tion, a reference to a local message buffer containing the message to be sent, and a DMA channel to
execute the command. All message buffers are the size of an MMU page; a single send command re-
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sults in the sending of a message up to the size of a page. In order to use a particular message buffer,
the user program must register it with the operating system in advance so that the OS can pin it into
memory. The OS passes back a handle (a small integer) to the user program to represent this mes-
sage buffer. Under direct application access, the user program executes a send command by passing
the buffer handle directly to the host adapter instead of sending the address of the buffer. Mapping
tables in the network interface are used to translate the handle into the physical address of the mes-
sage buffer. Unmapped handles are rejected; if the entry in the table indexed by the buffer handle
contains a null value, then the message command is cancelled. A receive command works the same
way: it specifies the ID of the workstation representing the source of the message, the handle of a
local buffer to place the incoming data and a DMA channel. Note that a receive DMA channel must
be activated before any packets regarding that channel are sent.

The user can specify two different ways for each receive DMA channel to be managed by the
network interface. For small messages, the receive DMA channel is managed as a ring-queue; the
memory location assigned to an incoming packet is determined by the receiver’s queue pointers that
index into the message buffer. For large messages, the locations of incoming packets are determined
by using the sequence number in the packet header as an offset from the physical address of the mes-
sage buffer. The effect is that packets are re-ordered in the message buffer automatically regardless
of what their arrival order is. A hardware packet counter determines when all the packets in the mes-
sage have arrived. The host processor can poll a status register to test for the arrival of a complete
message. An alternative approach is for the network interface to notify the host using an interrupt.

Figure 4 describes the packet format used in ChaosLAN. The routing information is contained in
of the first four bytes of the packet and is manipulated by the switches directly. The next eight bytes
contain the network interface header. The send channel and receive channel fields are both single
byte fields, meaning that each field can address up to 256 DMA channels. The packet payload con-
tains up to 64 bytes worth of application data; the payload length is specified in the flags field in the
header. Assuming that the page size is 8K bytes, a single DMA transfer contains up to 128 packets.
The sequence number field (also a single byte) represents the cache-line offset into the memory page.
For most processor architectures, a single full length packet represents two or four cache lines worth
of data. The last two bytes in the network interface header are reserved for future expansion.
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4 Application: Global Memory System

To evaluate the effectiveness of ChaosLAN and the Pamette-based network interface, we plan to run
a software environment called the Global Memory System (GMS) [10, 11]. GMS is based on the
idea of paging over the network to idle workstations instead of to local disk. As network bandwidth
approaches the bandwidth of a locally attached disk, paging over the network becomes the faster
solution once the communication latency becomes sufficiently low.

Here is a brief introduction to GMS. Under standard virtual memory, recently accessed pages
remain in main memory while inactive pages must be read from disk. GMS introduces a new class
of page called a global page. A local page is a recently accessed page, currently available in main
memory. A global page is one that was accessed some time ago but not recently enough to keep it
in main memory. A page is demoted from local to global when the user program runs out of page
frames. The user program makes room by selecting the least recently used local page and moves
it onto another workstation (hence making it a global page). The global page is promoted to local
when the user program faults it back into memory. In many cases, a single page fault results in an
exchange of pages between two workstations: first a page is pushed out, then another page is pulled
in.

The requirements of GMS are a natural fit with the Cranium network interface architecture be-
cause both are page-oriented. One simplification is that all network activity is the side effect of tak-
ing a page fault, rather than being activated explicitly by the underlying user program built on top
of GMS. Therefore the capability of direct application access is not strictly necessary. The primary
benefit of Cranium is the use of bus-master DMA to move pages at the full rate of the hardware with-
out host processor intervention on a packet-by-packet basis.

An extension to the simple page-oriented technique is to use sub-page transfers. In this way the
application program that executes the page fault can start operating immediately after the particular
cache line containing the data element that was requested in the page is brought in. The remainder
of the page is sent shortly afterward. Since Cranium is cache-line oriented, there is a natural fit with
the sub-page extension to the basic GMS framework.

5 Application: Surgical Simulation

The idea behind a surgical simulator is to model a surgical instrument (such as a scalpel or forceps)
and allow the user to perform simulated surgery on a computer model of the human anatomy by
manipulating a simulation of the instrument. It is very important for the simulation to be as realistic
as possible, by displaying visual changes to the anatomical model in real time with no perceived lag.
The most effective surgical simulators also provide force feedback, also known as haptic (touch)
rendering. Thus, the computer system must provide haptic rendering as well as graphics rendering.

Computational approaches for surgical simulation include finite element modeling, volume ren-
dering and other compute-intensive techniques. In most cases, single processor systems are not ad-
equate to provide enough realism to make the system usable. Currently it is necessary to use large
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multiprocessor compute servers. The electrical and environmental requirements of these compute
servers are more substantial than those of ordinary workstations and personal computers; it is com-
mon for medium to large compute servers to be placed in a dedicated machine room containing addi-
tional cooling capability and high-wattage electrical power distribution. Thus, the compute servers
are usually located remotely from the laboratory where the user interacts with the simulator. The
effect is that the haptic input device cannot plug directly into the compute server due to cable length
limitations. The solution is to drive the haptic device off a local workstation and communicate with
the compute server over a LAN.

Figure 5 describes the environment for a surgical simulation demonstration system that has been
constructed at MERL – A Mitsubishi Electric Research Laboratory [12]. The haptic input device
is the PHANToM from SensAble Devices. The position of the PHANToM stylus in 3-space is cap-
tured by a local workstation. The local workstation performs haptic rendering and a remote compute
server performs graphics rendering. Position information from the PHANToM is transferred over the
LAN to the compute server, an SGI Onyx SMP system containing eight R10000 processors and an
InfiniteReality graphics accelerator. The Onyx performs the graphical rendering in real time. The
graphics output is delivered from the Onyx back to the room with the PHANToM over video cable
and then displayed on a monitor.

Currently, the haptic model is contained entirely within the workstation attached to the PHAN-
ToM. Eventually we would like to perform haptic rendering on the compute server. The advantages
are that the larger computational capability of the Onyx will allow us to model deformable tissues
and simulate cutting, tearing and squishing. Currently, this capability is defeated by the large laten-
cies of the Ethernet-based LAN. Haptic forces must be re-calculated and refreshed a rate of at least
1000 Hz and ideally 5000 Hz or greater. With standard LAN technology a round trip takes 2 to 5
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milliseconds. Therefore it is impossible to sustain a 1000 Hz refresh rate. By contrast, the human
visual system tolerates a much slower refresh rate, on the order of 20-25 Hz (40-50 milliseconds per
video frame), so the latency of standard LANs is not detrimental to the visual quality.

A high-performance LAN such as ChaosLAN with a low-latency network interface provides a
solution to the problem of locating the haptic model remotely on the compute server. If the round-
trip latency due to the network and host adapter can be reduced to 50 to 100 microseconds instead of
2 to 5 milliseconds, then the haptic refresh rate can be improved to an acceptable level. Unlike the
case of GMS, this application requires direct access from the user level on the sender to the user level
on the receiver to bypass the operating system entirely. The amount of information in each message
is small (on the order of three to eight floating point values) and can be contained in a single packet.
Therefore, the application can manage the receive DMA channels as ring-queues. A credit-based
protocol can be used to prevent overflow: the workstation sends one packet (containing position in-
formation) and waits for a response from the compute server (containing force information) before
it sends its next packet.

6 Project Status

The implementation is divided into several tasks: the router chip, the circuit board containing the
router chips to implement the switch, the mezzanine circuit board to extend the PCI Pamette to pro-
vide a Fibre Channel physical interface, and programming the Pamette’s FPGAs to implement the
host interface circuitry. The ChaosLAN router chip is expected to be completed and fabricated in
the summer of 1997. Using an 0.8 micron process and 8-bit ports, it should be easy to achieve the
125 MHz operating speed necessary to provide the 1 Gbit/s transmission rate per link. Likewise, the
printed circuit boards are expected to be fabricated during the summer of 1997. If all goes well, we
expect to have an operational system by the end of the year.

At time of publication we do not have any performance measurements available for ChaosLAN.
Results of simulation studies are available on the Chaos routing algorithm [3] and the Cranium net-
work interface [5]. Some variables not captured by prior simulation studies on chaotic routing are the
effects of the PCI bus implementation and the operating system on overall system performance. Both
factors are expected to have a significant impact on the performance of ChaosLAN. Moll and Shand
[13] measured the PCI bandwidths and interrupt response times for a number of different worksta-
tions and PCs, under both the Digital Unix and the Microsoft Windows NT operating systems. Their
measurements demonstrate that PCI performance results vary considerably across different imple-
mentations. Interrupt response times for a single implementation vary widely, from a few microsec-
onds to a few hundreds of microseconds, and under rare circumstances are over a millisecond. Since
the interrupt response time profile is difficult to model analytically, the best simulation is provided
by a physical implementation.
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7 Summary

We describe ChaosLAN, a high-performance local area network based on the Chaos router, originally
used in multicomputer routing. The network consists of a hub (switch) containing 16 Chaos routers;
the switch is able to connect up to 16 workstations over serial links. Some changes to the Chaos chip
are needed to address the problems of the long wire length from the switch to the workstation. The
serial link is based on the Fibre Channel physical layer. We are using the PCI Pamette card to im-
plement the host adapter. A subset of the Cranium network interface architecture is executed by the
Pamette’s FPGAs to provide a low-latency interface with the network. Two software environments
with latency-critical properties are under consideration to test and exercise ChaosLAN: the Global
Memory System (GMS) and an environment tailored for haptic rendering and surgical simulation.
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